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Description
Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are of the inner cell mass of a

blastocyst, formed before implantation within the uterus.

Embryonic stem cells are pluripotent, which means they're
capable to grow into all derivatives of the first germ layers i.e.,
ectoderm, endoderm and mesoderm.

A human embryonic stem cell also can be defined by the
expression of several transcription factors and cell surface
proteins. The transcription factors Oct-4, Nanog, and Sox2 form
the core regulatory network that ensures the suppression of
genes that cause differentiation and thus the maintenance of
pluripotency. The cell surface antigens most typically utilized to
identify hES cells are the glycolipids stage specific embryonic
antigen 3 and 4, and thus the keratan sulfate antigens Tra-1-60
and Tra-1-81.

Embryonic stem (ES) cells are characterized by the qualities of
pluripotence, the potential to supply rise to cell types
representative of all the tissues of the embryo and adult when
differentiated, and immortality, or unlimited proliferation.

In other words, they will become each of the more than 200
cell sorts of the human body as long as they're specified to do
so, except the extraembryonic membranes or to the placenta.
During embryonic development stage, the cells of the inner cell
mass continuously divide and become more unique. For
example, some of the ectoderm within the dorsal part of the
embryo specializes as 'neurectoderm', which may become the
future central systema nervosum . Later in development,
neurulation causes the neurectoderm to form the ectoderm. At
the ectoderm stage, the anterior portion undergoes
encephalization to urge or 'pattern' the essential kind of the
brain. At this stage of development, the principal cell sort of the
CNS acts as a neural stem cell. Human embryonic stem cells

(hESCs) have a huge capacity to self-renewal and also the
potential to differentiate into every cell type within the body.

This makes embryonic stem cells as useful tools for both
research and regenerative medicine, because they go to supply
limitless numbers of themselves for continued research or
clinical use.

Because of their plasticity and ultimate capacity for self-
renewal, ES cell therapies are proposed for regenerative
medicine and tissue replacement after injury or disease.

Since ES cells have the potential to differentiate into clinically
relevant cell types, like dopamine neurons, cardiomyocytes, and
β-cells, there's tremendous interest in using these cells both in
basic biological research and in transplantation medicine. There
have been multiple experimental approaches to demonstrate
the developmental potential of embryonic stem cells and to
direct their differentiation to specific lineages.

When ESC were derived from a human embryo in 1998,
regenerative medicine received a new and promising source of
cells for tissue engineering.

preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) of the embryos helps
in avoiding the birth of babies with different genetic disease,
may consent to provide their discarded early-cleavage-stage
embryos for derivation of disease-specific ESC, like those with
Huntington's chorea, thalassaemia, or CF.

It is now strongly recommended that regular assays of
karyotypic normality and therefore the absence of genetic
deletions be undertaken before experiments, to verify the
genomic type and normality of the ESC being studied. It is also
possible to introduce reporter genes into regulatory sequences
of genes of interest during a targeting manner for ESC renewal
and differentiation.
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